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2 Part One: Vocabulary 
UFill in the blanks with the words in the box. One word is extra.  
 
 
 
There isn’t much ………………….. for young people in this town. 
He’s trying to …………………. smoking. 
Keep …………….. by eating well and doing daily exercise. 
………………….. flights go from Terminal 1. 
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3 
UPut the numbers in the correct order and form the conversation. 
 

  w can I help you?   
 , but I was in Beijing two years ago.  
 tually I want to visit Asia, but I am not sure about my destination. Do you have any          

suggestion?  
at about India? In fact, the Taj Mahal is a popular destination, but it is hot in summer.         

Probably Iran is the best choice.   
 ll, you may have some choices. You can visit China. It is famous for the Great Wall.  
 use me, sir! I am planning for my summer vacation.   

 
---     ----------     ----------     ----------     ----------     ----------  
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1 
UMatch the words in column A with coloumn B and write appropriate collocation. 
A save attend blood summer 
B a class cells wildlife vacation 
 ...................... ....................... ....................... ....................... 
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UOne odd out . 
a.plain                    b.mountain                       c. jungle                   d. zoo  
a.travel                   b. trip                               c. nation                    d. journey  
a.find                     b.solve                              c. attend                    d. invent     
a.observatory         b.library                           c.laboratory               d.memory 
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2 
UChoose the best choices. 

 
Human knowledge …………………… with scientists’ hard work. 

a. destroys                  b. grows up                c. develops                  d. solves 
 

Children should learn and respect different …………………… 
a. deserts                    b. pyramids                c. cultures                    d. medicines 
 

This shop sells a ………………….. of bicycles. 
a. choice                     b. site                         c. ticket                        d. range 

 
He drove so fast that I really felt my life was in ………………… 

a. pain                         b. danger                   c. hope                         d. nature 
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2 Part Two : Grammar & writting 
 
UChoose the best choices. 
 
Ali and  Reza  have enough money. They …………………a house soon.  
       a. buy                  b .bought          c .were buying            d. are going to buy  

The breakfast was…………. than the lunch.    

      a. the worst                b. as bad as          c. bad                               d. worse  

When you have toothache, you………. see a dentist.  

      a. can                       b. may                   c. must                               d. should  

My sister and I prepared a math project…………..    

      a. ourselves                 b. herself              c. myself                           d. themselves  
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ULook at the pictures and answer the questions.  
 
What was Mary doing when a motorcycle hit her? (cross) 
 
……………………………………………………………….. . 
 
What must not we do in the gas station?    
 
…………………………………..………………...(smoke) 
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URearrange the words and make sentences. 
  
My brother – clean – I – house – the – and – ourselves . 

…………………………………………………………………… 

accident / going / were / where / when / you / happened/ the / ? 

…………………………………………………………………… 
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UUse the appropriate form of the verb . 
 
I like to travel to Spain. I should ………………. Spanish. (learn)    

Yalda is the……………………… night in year. (long)  

The kids were ……………….… in the yard last Monday. (play)  

Firefighters …………………… the fire when I arrived home. (to put out) 
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1.5  
UUse suitable form of modal verbs . 
 
You have a cold, you (may/should) eat some soup . 

Mary (may/must) come here, but I’m not sure . 

If you want to stay in a foreign country, you (can/must) get visa . 
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2.5  
UFill in the blank with proper adjective or adverb . 
 
Your English is very ………. (good /well) you speak it very ………... (good / well) 

Why are you ……….….(angry / angrily), I didn’t do anything . 

Don’t eat so ………….(quick / quickly), it’s not good for you. 

Soheil never talks to his parents …………..……… (rude)  
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3 Part Three : Reading 
 
URead the passage and answer the questions . 
 
In Asia, Iran is a great destination for tourists. This beautiful country is a UtrueU paradise for 

people of the world. Each year, many people from all parts of the world visit Iran’s attractions. 

Iran is a four-season country. It has many historical sites and amazing nature. Also, its people 

are very kind and UhospitableU. Tourists can find a lot of activities from skiing to desert touring in 

different parts of the country. Many Muslims also travel to Iran and go to holy shrines in 

Mashhad, Qom and Shiraz.  

 
Iran is a good destination for Muslims only.                             True                         False 
Tourists can do many activities in Iran.                                     True                         False 

 
What does “true” mean in the first line? 

a) quiet                    b) loud             c) suitable       d) real 
 
What does “hospitable” mean in the fourth line? 

a) cruel                    b) angry           c) friendly       d) lovely 
 
Why is Iran a true paradise for tourists? 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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24   

 
“Best of Luck” 

                                                                                  Honari 
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